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Disclaimer 

The contents of this user manual are intended to be as accurate as possible, but may be subject to 

change without prior notification. SMAC shall not be liable for any damages that may arise as a 

consequence of the use of information presented in this user manual.  

 

Revision Details: 
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 Introduction 
 

The CBC-EIP is an Ethernet/IP servo drive with specifications as presented in Table 1. Physically, 

the CBC- EIP circuit board can be situated inside a housing as shown in Figure 1. An example of 

Ethernet/IP network architecture involving CBC-EIP is shown in Figure 2. 

Table 1. CBC-EIP specifications. 

Description Single axis servo motor controller/driver 

Supported motor types 3-phase brushless rotary/linear, 1-phase rotary/linear  

Control loop update rate • Position loop: 1 kHz 

• Current loop: 10 kHz 

Power supply voltage 8 VDC – 48 VDC 

Power supply current 2 A – 7 A 

Continuous current 3 Arms 

Peak current 6 Arms (for 1 s) 

Power stage PWM frequency 20 kHz 

Available feedback inputs Differential digital encoder with index, analog input 

Memory 1024 kB of program memory, 512 kB of EEPROM 
memory 

Digital inputs 4 x PLC level isolated digital inputs 

Digital outputs 4 x SSR (solid-state relay) isolated digital outputs 

Output supply 1 x 5V output supply for powering external circuitry 

Analog input 1 x 0 – 5V single ended analog input 

Protections • Driver overtemperature warning at 125 ⁰C 

• Driver overtemperature at 150 ⁰C 

• Overcurrent 

• Reverse polarity protection 

STO (Safe Torque Off) SIL 3 compliant: 

• 2 x STO inputs, 5 V to 30 V isolated inputs 

• 1 x STO feedback output (optional) 

• External diagnostics capability 

• Abnormal operation detection 

Communications • RS232 

• Ethernet/IP (2-port):  
o ODVA certified 
o Up to 6 simultaneous Class 3 connections 

(explicit messaging)  
o 1 simultaneous class Class 1 connection 

(implicit messaging) of type exclusive owner 
o Requested Packet Interval rate: 1 – 3200 ms 
o Device Level Ring 
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Figure 1. CBC-EIP. 

 

 

Figure 2. Typical Ethernet/IP network architecture with CBC-EIPs. 
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 Setup guide 
 

2.1 Hardware 

2.1.1 Power/signal/communication connectors 

 

Figure 3 shows the connectors and status LED indication of the CBC-EIP. Further details about 

these connectors are presented in Table 2. 

 

Figure 3. Connectors and status LED indication on the CBC-EIP. 
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Table 2. Details on connectors in Figure 3 

CONNECTOR PIN DEFINITION 

POWER (Terminal block header, 5 mm pitch) 1: Ground (DC power Return) 
2: +24VDC/+48VDC supply 
3: Actuator winding phase U 
4: Actuator winding phase V 
5: Actuator winding phase W 
6: Ground 

ENCODER (Standard D-SUB 15 pin, female) 1: A+ 
2: I+ 
3: B+ 
4: +5V 
5: +5V 
6: +5V 
9: A- 
10: I- 
11: B- 
12: Ground 
13: Ground 

I/O AND STO  
(Manufacturer: Phoenix Contact, P/N: 
1790357) 
 

1: Digital input 1 
2: Digital input 2 
3: Digital input 3 
4: Digital input 4 
5: Digital input common 
6: Analog input 1 
7: Ground 
8: +5VDC supply 
9: Digital output 1 
10: Digital output 2 
11: Digital output 3 
12: Digital output 4/STO Feedback (only 
available upon request) 
13: Digital output common 
14: STO 1 
15: STO 2 
16: STO common 

RS232/CAN (RJ-25 Jack) 1: CAN high 
2: CAN low 
3: RS232 RX 
4: RS232 TX 
5: Ground 
6: NC 

ETH 1 & ETH 2 (Standard RJ-45 Ethernet 
jacks) 

 

 

2.1.2 I/O and STO electrical schematics 

 

 

 

 

Note: The Inputs/Outputs to the controller should be supplied with separate power supply 

from the field (24V). STO connection should have separate power supply or with 5V onboard 

supply. The ground pin 7 should be daisy chained to all the controllers in the network to 

facilitate common ground path. (Failure to do this will affect ethernet connection) 
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For the purpose of interfacing I/Os and STOs between the CBC-EIP and external devices, 

electrical schematics are given in Figures 4 – 7. 

 

Figure 4. Digital inputs electrical schematic. 

 

Figure 5. Digital outputs electrical schematic. 
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Figure 6. Analog input electrical schematic. 

 

Figure 7. STO electrical schematic. 

2.1.3 Disabling the STO (OPTIONAL) 

 

The CBC drive cannot be operated unless voltages are applied at both STO 1 and STO 2 as in 

Figure 7. In case the STO functionality is not required, the on-board +5VDC can be applied to 

the STO inputs conveniently without needing an external voltage source. This can be done by 

applying jumper connection on the I/O and STO connector as shown in Figure 8. 

 

Figure 8. Disabling the STO on the I/O and STO connector. 

 

 

 

The CBC-EIP includes a Safe Torque Off (STO) circuit. The STO is a safety system that prevents motor 
torque in an emergency event while CBC-EIP remains connected to the power supply. When STO is 
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Note: The Inputs/Outputs to the controller should be supplied with separate power supply 

from the field (24V). STO connection should have separate power supply or with 5V onboard 

supply. The ground pin 7 should be daisy chained to all the controllers in the network to 

facilitate common ground path. (Failure to do this will affect ethernet connection) 
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activated, the power stage is disabled automatically (no matter what control or firmware does), and 
the motor shaft will slow down until it stops under its own inertia and frictional forces. 

The CBC-EIP STO works with negative logic, deactivating the power stage by default. In order to 
activate the power stage, and therefore allow the motor operation, two differential inputs must 
energize. These inputs activate two optocouplers that enable the CBC-EIP power stage operation. On 
the contrary, if the STO inputs are not energized, the transistors of the power stage are turned 
off and a STO fault is notified. During this state, no torque will be applied to the motor no matter 
configuration, or state of a command source. This input should not be confused with a digital input 
configured as enable input, because enable input is firmware controlled and does not guarantee 
intrinsic safety as it can be reconfigured by a user. 

The following diagram shows a schematic of the STO circuit. 

 

Figure 9. Schematics of STO circuit. 

The CBC-EIP STO has been designed to be compliant with Safety Integrity Level 3 (SIL 3) according to 
IEC 61800-5-2. In order to fulfil the requirements, the STO reliability has been increased by means of 
the following characteristics: 

• Two fully independent STO channels 

• STO Feedback output for external diagnostics 

• Detection of abnormal STO operation 

2.1.4 Fully independent STO channels 

The power stage logic is supplied by two cascaded MOSFET transistors. Each transistor is activated by 
an independent isolated STO input. The design guarantees that a single failure will not accidentally 
activate the power stage.  

 
STO firmware notification: 
An STO stop is notified to the control DSP and creates a fault that can be read externally, however its 
performance is totally independent from control or firmware. When the STO is not connected it is 
virtually impossible to apply power to the drive. 

2.1.5 STO Feedback output 

By changing a resistor, the isolated output GPO4 can be configured as STO Feedback (STO_FB). The 
STO_FB output is normally active, providing a closed contact. When one of the STO inputs becomes 
de-energized (low-level), the STO_FB becomes low-state too. 
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The objective of the STO_FB is to allow external diagnostics of the STO circuit, allowing an increase of 
the system reliability. A common-practice in the diagnostics is to delay the stop of the power stage 
from the deactivation of the STO_FB and from the deactivation of the STO inputs. This way, short 
pulses can be applied for testing the STO circuit without stopping the system operation. 

The following figure shows the timings corresponding to the CBC-I-3/6-C STO: 

 
Figure 10. Timing corresponding to CBC-I-3/6-C STO. 

2.1.6 STO abnormal operation 

Abnormal operation of the STO is when only one of the channels is energised. In case that only one 
channel is energised for more than 1.6 s, a dangerous failure in the system is considered and the STO 
is activated in latching mode. The fault cannot be reset until a supply reset is performed.  

The following figure shows an example of the STO abnormal operation.  

 
Figure 11. Example timing of the STO abnormal operation. 
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The following table shows a summary of the STO performance. 

Mode Status STO1 

input 

STO2 

input 

Power 

stage 

state 

STO_FB Drive function 

Normal 

operation 

STO 

ACTIVE 

(No torque to 

the motor) 

0 0 Disabled 0 Drive cannot start or 

provide power to the 

motor. STO trip reported 

to the DSP and to STO_FB. 

This is intended safe 

torque off with dual 

channel operation. 

STO 

INACTIVE 

(Ready to 

run) 

1 1 Enabled 1 Drive is enabled to run 

under firmware control. 

The drive can supply 

power to the motor. 

Diagnostic STO ACTIVE 

PULSE (1 ms < 

t < 23 ms) 

x 0 Enabled 0 A short STO ACTIVE ("0") 

pulse does not stop the 

motor operation. 

However, it activates the 

STO FEEDBACK. It can be 

used for performing 

system diagnosis and 

increasing system 

reliability. 

STO ACTIVE 

PULSE (1 ms < 

t < 23 ms) 

0 x Enabled 0 

Abnormal 

operation 

Abnormal STO 

ACTIVE 

0 1 Disabled 0 Drive cannot start or 

provide power to the 

motor. STO trip reported 

to MCU. If this persists for 

> 2.3 s the STO will lock in 

FAULT state. To reset this 

fault a power cycle is 

needed. 

Abnormal STO 

ACTIVE 

1 0 Disabled 0 

STO FAULT x x Disabled 

(latched) 

AND 

(STO1, 

STO2) 

After > 2.3 s of abnormal 

STO active the driver will 

stay latched in this state 

untill power cycle. 
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2.2 Software 
 

Remark: in order to work with the software part of CBC-EIP, the user is expected to be familiar 

with SMAC’s LCC Control Center software and the embedded motion control library (EMCL) 

manual.  

2.2.1 Basic drive configuration of CBC-EIP 
 

Essentially, the CBC-EIP consists of an improved version of SMAC CBC controller and an 

Ethernet/IP hardware/software interface. The improved version of the CBC controller shares 

the basic functionalities of SMAC CBC/LCC controller and therefore, controller configuration 

software such as LCC Control Center, Motionlab and Composer can be used (further details 

can be found here: https://www.smac-mca.com/lcc-single-axis-brushless-controller-p-

125.html?cPath=1_10 ). 

The typical steps to perform a basic configuration of CBC-EIP are as follow: 

1. Establish a physical connection between a PC (with LCC Control Center software) and the 

RS232 connector on the CBC-EIP. 

2. Download the actuator configuration file and if necessary, controller tuning can be 

performed and the parameters can be saved to the non-volatile memory. 

In the case of CBC/LCC controllers, after the above steps, motion programs are written in the 

available macros (0-59). However, in CBC-EIP, a set of default macros have been defined and 

stored in the drive to allow motion programming through Ethernet/IP. These macros (listed in 

Table 3) contain registers that are accessible through a default implicit message setting of the 

CBC-EIP, as further discussed in section 2.2.4 of this manual. Note that macro 0 is executed 

automatically at controller startup and by default this contains a jump to macro 40. In certain 

cases, it is convenient to have actuator motion initialization routines (homing and/or phasing) 

implemented in macro 0. If this is done, a jump to macro 40 must be added after the routines 

are executed. 

                 Table 3. Default macros in CBC-EIP.  

Macro Function 

37 Motor halt 

38 Motor on 

40 Main program loop 

41 Homing 

42 Phasing 

43 Position move 

44 Velocity move 

45 Force move 

46-48 Softland 

61-63 Standard SMAC system macros 

 

 

 

https://www.smac-mca.com/lcc-single-axis-brushless-controller-p-125.html?cPath=1_10
https://www.smac-mca.com/lcc-single-axis-brushless-controller-p-125.html?cPath=1_10
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2.2.2 Modification of IP (Internet Protocol) settings 

 

By default, the IP address of the CBC-EIP is: 192.168.1.80 

Table 4 presents the objects within CBC-EIP that can be modified. 

Table 4. IP-settings-related objects of CBC-EIP  

Index Subindex Name Type Default value Description 

0x2005 0x01 IP address UINT32 0x5001A8C0 
(192.168.1.80) 

x.y.z.n → 0xNNZZYYXX 

0x2005 0x02 Subnet mask UINT32 0x00FFFFFF 
(255.255.255.0) 

x.y.z.n → 0xNNZZYYXX 

0x2005 0x03 Gateway UINT32 0 x.y.z.n → 0xNNZZYYXX 

0x2005 0x04 Enable DHCP UINT32 0 (disabled) 0x00 disabled, 0xFF enabled 

0x2005 0x05 DNS 1 UINT32 0 x.y.z.n → 0xNNZZYYXX 

0x2005 0x06 DNS 2 UINT32 0 x.y.z.n → 0xNNZZYYXX 

 

The procedure to modify parameters in Table 4 are as follow (assuming RS232 communication 

is used, see https://www.smac-mca.nl/Downloads/TechNote-SerialToPC-LCC.pdf ): 

1. Write the desired values to the objects 

2. Save the parameters to non-volatile memory through the command:  

0x00 W 0x11010 1702257011 

3. Power cycle the CBC-EIP or perform a reset through Ethernet/IP explicit message 

(service: 0x05, Class ID: 0x01, Instance: 1)  

Another alternative to modify parameters in Table 3 is by through Anybus webserver of the 

CBC-EIP (accessible through a web browser using the IP address 192.168.1.80), wherein a 

table of parameter list can be found and changes can be performed. 

2.2.3 Explicit messaging 

 

The CBC-EIP supports up to 6 simultaneous Class 3 connections. The explicit messaging service 

provides access to standard Ethernet/IP objects such as Identity, TCP/IP Interface and Ethernet 

Link, as well as all the objects belonging to the drive functionalities of CBC-EIP, as can be found 

from object dictionary list in the embedded motion control library manual (https://www.smac-

mca.com/documents/PDFs/Embedded%20Motion%20Control%20Library.pdf). 

The supported explicit message CIP service codes are: 

• 0x0E: Get attribute single 

• 0x10: Set attribute single 

 

Meanwhile, the mapping between CIP addressing and the CBC-EIP objects are: 

• Class ID: 0x64 

• Instance ID: CBC-EIP object Index from Embedded Motion Controller Library manual 

• Attribute ID: CBC-EIP object Subindex from EMCL manual 

https://www.smac-mca.nl/Downloads/TechNote-SerialToPC-LCC.pdf
https://www.smac-mca.com/documents/PDFs/Embedded%20Motion%20Control%20Library.pdf
https://www.smac-mca.com/documents/PDFs/Embedded%20Motion%20Control%20Library.pdf
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Example: to obtain the value of object Max torque through Explicit messaging → service code: 

0x0E, Class: 0x64, Instance: 0x6072, Attribute: 0x00 

 

2.2.4 Implicit (IO) messaging 

 

The CBC-EIP supports a simultaneous class 1 connection type of exclusive owner, with the 

specifications: 

• Input data assembly (T→O, Target to Originator): Instance 100 

o Max. number of mapped objects: 8 

o Max. mapping length: 32 bytes 

• Output data assembly (O→T, Originator to Target): Instance 150 

o Max. number of mapped objects: 8 

o Max. mapping length: 32 bytes 

 

SMAC has defined a default mapping between the above IO data assemblies and CBC-EIP 

objects to allow the execution of macros discussed in section 2.2.1 of this manual. The default 

mapping is presented in Tables 5 and 6, which have been tailored to work with Add-on 

instructions in the programming environment of Allen-Bradley PLCs, as further described in 

Section 3 of this manual. Please contact SMAC if a different object mapping is desired. 

                                     Table 5. Default mapping between CBC-EIP and input data assembly.  

CBC-EIP object Description Input data byte location 
(total: 26 bytes) 

Status word Actuator motion status 0 - 1 
W4 Macro status 2 - 5  
Position actual value Encoder actual position 6 - 9 
Current actual value Force/current value 10 - 13 
Following error value Position error value 14 - 15 
Error code Actuator fault code  16 - 19 
W5 Reserved 20 - 21 
W6 Reserved 22 - 25 

                 

                                        Table 6. Default mapping between CBC-EIP and output data assembly.  

CBC-EIP object Description Output data byte location 
(total: 24 bytes) 

W30 Macro-specific parameter 0 - 3 
W31 Macro-specific parameter 4 - 7 
W32 Macro-specific parameter 8 - 11 
W33 Macro-specific parameter 12 - 15 
W34 Macro-specific parameter 16 - 19 
W35 Macro-specific parameter 20 - 23 
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 Add-On Instructions (AOI) for STUDIO5000/RSLogix5000 PLC 

software 

3.1 Position move 
This AOI is used to perform a linear or rotary position move. 

 

 

Position Move AOI: input and output parameters 

 Parameter Unit Description 

IN
P

U
T 

Busy bit N/A This bit is active when the AOI is being 
executed, until Done bit is active. 

Done bit N/A This bit is active when the target position has 
been reached. 

Actual_position Counts Actual position of the actuator/motor. 

O
U

TP
U

T 

Mode_SetPoint N/A 1: Enables absolute position move 
3: Enables relative position move 

Target_Position Counts Final position to be reached by the actuator 

Profile_Velocity Counts/s Max. velocity of the motion profiler 

Profile_Acceleration Counts/s2 Max. acceleration of the motion profiler 

Profile_Deceleration Counts/s2 Max. deceleration of the motion profiler 

Max_Torque ‰ of motor 
rated current 

Max. permissible torque/force. Unless this 
parameter is specified, the default value from 
config. file is used. 

Enable bit N/A Enables the AOI. Tis needs to be included in the 
program after the AOI rung is energized. 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mapping between position move AOI parameters and PLC IO data assemblies 

Byte address Description 

Input: 2 - 5 43: Position move in progress 
53: Target position has been reached 

Input: 6 - 9 Actual Position 

Output: 0 - 3 Macro value of position move  (Table 3) 

Output: 4 - 5 Setpoint mode 

Output: 6 - 7 Max. torque 

Output: 8 - 11 Target position 

Output: 12 - 15 Profile velocity 

Output: 16 - 19 Profile acceleration 

Output: 20 – 23 Profile deceleration 
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Ladder logic example: 
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3.2 Softland Move 

 
This AOI is used to perform SMAC’s softland move. 

 

 

Softland Move AOI: input and output parameters 

 Parameter Unit Description 

IN
P

U
IT

 

Done bit N/A This bit is active when the target position has 
been reached. 

Soft landed Position Counts Position of the actuator after softland action 

Busy bit N/A This bit is active when the AOI is being 
executed, until the Done bit is active 

O
U

TP
U

T 

Soft land direction N/A 0-positive direction 1- negative direction 

Soft land action N/A This bit is used to specify the action of the 
actuator after softland operation 
1: Apply force 

2: Hold force 

3: Hold position 

4: Motor off 

Soft land velocity Counts/s Max. velocity of the motion profiler 

Soft land acceleration Counts/s2 Max. acceleration of the motion profiler 

Soft land sensitivity Counts This tag is used to set the sensitivity of softland. 
Smaller value means higher sensitivity. 

Max Torque ‰ of motor 
rated current 

Max. permissible torque/force. Unless this 
parameter is specified, the default value from 
config. file is used. 

Enable bit N/A Enables the AOI. Tis needs to be included in the 
program after the AOI rung is energized. 
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Ladder logic example: 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mapping between softland move AOI parameters and PLC IO data assemblies 

Byte address Description 

Input: 2 - 5 46: Softland move in progress 
56: Softland is complete 

Input: 6 - 9 Softlanded Position 

Output: 0 - 3 Macro value of softland move  (Table 3) 

Output: 4 Direction 

Output: 5 Action after land 

Output: 6 - 7 Max. torque/force 

Output: 8 - 11 Profile velocity 

Output: 12 - 15 Profile acceleration 

Output: 16 - 17 Position error 

Output: 18 - 19 Force 
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3.3 Homing Move 
 

This AOI is used to perform Homing move. 

 

Homing Move AOI: input and output parameters 

 Parameter Unit Description 

IN
P

U
IT

 Homing done N/A This bit is active when the homing is complete 
and actuator is at 0 position. 

Homing busy N/A This bit is active when the AOI is being 
executed, until the Done bit is active 

O
U

TP
U

T 

Method N/A This bit specifies homing methods 
1: negative mech. Limit and index pulse 

2: positive mech. Limit and index pulse 

3: negative mech. Limit 

4: positive mech. Limit 

33: negative index pulse 

34: positive index pulse 

35: current position 

Timeout N/A This parameter is used to mention maximum 
time within which the homing should complete 

Velocity index 
search 

Counts/s Velocity with which the actuator searches 
index 

Acceleration Counts/s2 Max. acceleration of the motion profiler 

Force endstop ‰ of motor 
rated current 

Force with which it approaches to endstop 

Velocity end stop Counts/s Velocity to find the end stop during homing 

Home offset Counts User defined home position- offset the homing 
position (0) from original index position 

Enable homing N/A Enables the AOI. Tis needs to be included in the 
program after the AOI rung is energized. 
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Ladder logic example: 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Mapping between homing move AOI parameters and PLC IO data assemblies 

Byte address Description 

Input: 2 - 5 41: Homing move in progress 
51: Homing move is complete 

Output: 0 - 3 Macro value of Homing move  (Table 3) 

Output: 4 - 5 Direction: 
1: negative mech. Limit and index pulse 

2: positive mech. Limit and index pulse 

3: negative mech. Limit 

4: positive mech. Limit 

33: negative index pulse 

34: positive index pulse 

35: current position  

Output: 6 - 7 Homing Timeout 

Output: 8 - 11 Homing acceleration 

Output: 12 - 13 Velocity to end stop 

Output 14 - 15 Force to the end stop 

Output: 16 - 17 Velocity for index search 

Output: 18 - 19 Home offset 
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3.4 Velocity move 
This AOI is used to perform velocity move. 

 

Velocity move AOI: input and output parameters 

 Parameter Unit Description 

IN
P

U
IT

 Busy N/A This bit is active when the AOI is being 
executed, until the Done bit is active 

O
U

TP
U

T 

Target Velocity Counts/s Final velocity the actuator is intended to 
achieve during the motion profile 

Profile Acceleration Counts/s2 Max. acceleration of the motion profiler 

Profile Deceleration Counts/s2 Max. deceleration of the motion profiler 

Max Torque ‰ of motor 
rated current 

Max. permissible torque/force. Unless this 
parameter is specified, the default value from 
config. file is used. 

Enable N/A Enables the AOI. Tis needs to be included in the 
program after the AOI rung is energized. 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
Ladder logic example: 
 

 

Mapping between velocity move AOI parameters and PLC IO data assemblies 

Byte address Description 

Input: 2 - 5 44: Velocity move in progress (Busy bit) 

Output: 0 - 3 Macro value of Velocity move (Table 3) 

Output: 4-7 Target velocity 

Output: 8-11 Profile acceleration 

Output: 12 - 15 Profile deceleration 

Output: 16-19 Max Torque 
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3.5 Force Move 

 
This AOI is used to perform force move. 

 

Force Move AOI: input and output parameters 

 Parameter Unit Description 

IN
P

U
IT

 Busy N/A This bit is active when the AOI is being 
executed, until the Done bit is active 

Actual force ‰ of motor 
rated current 

Force of the actuator at the moment (Current 
force) 

O
U

TP
U

T 

Target force ‰ of motor 
rated current 

Final force the actuator is intended to achieve 
during the motion profile 

Force slope N/A Gradient with which the target force needs to 
be achieved (How soon/how slow) 

Enable N/A Enables the AOI. Tis needs to be included in the 
program after the AOI rung is energized. 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
Ladder logic example: 
 

 

Mapping between force move AOI parameters and PLC IO data assemblies 

Byte address Description 

Input: 2-5 45: Force move in progress (Busy bit) 

Input: 10-13 Actual Force 

Output: 0 - 3 Macro value of Force move (Table 3) 

Output: 4-7 Target force 

Output: 8-11 Force slope 
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3.6 SMAC Fault Status  

 
This AOI is used to indicate the fault status of the CBC-EIP drive. 

 

 

 

SMAC Controller Status AOI 

 Parameter Unit Description 

IN
P

U
IT

 

Fault N/A This bit is active when the actuator status is faulted 
(Note: programmatically or user defined fault 
conditions cannot be seen from this bit) 

Motor off N/A This bit indicates that the actuator is off 

Motor on N/A This bit indicates that the actuator is on 

O
U

TP
U

T Error Code N/A This bit indicates the Error code of the controller in 
hexadecimal. For a complete description refer to 
EMCL library manual. 

 
Ladder logic example: 
 

 

3.6.1 Performing fault reset  

 
Faults in the CBC-EIP can be reset only by manipulating the control word, which is accessible through 

explicit messaging. In the PLC, this can be done through the message instruction “MSG” available in 

RSLogix5000/Studio5000 software. Follow the below procedure and also refer to Section 2.2.3 

Explicit messaging section.  

a. Enter all the given parameters such as  (1) service code, (2) class, (3) instance, (4) attribute 

and (5) set attribute to single 
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b. Create a (1) new tag from the source element and give a name for the new tag from the 

next dialog box. Set the (2) source length as 2. (3) Set the data type to DINT and (4) style as 

decimal. Set the (5) external access to Read/Write. Click Create. 

 

c. Go to the communication tab and specify the Ethernet module (SMAC CBC I-3/6-I) from the 

browse button. Check the connected and cache connections check box. 

1

3

2 

4 

5 

1

2 

3 

5 

4 
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d. Go to the controller Tags and look for the newly created tag from MSG instruction (In this 

example tag name is RESET). Enter the value 128. Make sure that the value entered is reset 

back to 0 and then to 128 every time to provide data change. 

 

 

Ladder logic example: 
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3.7 SMAC Motor halt 
   

This AOI is used to halt the motor only after Rotary Softland operation. The motor will hold position 

and remain in on state when at halt. Note: Do not use this during any of the other motion sequence. 

For further information on Motor halt, refer to Embedded Motion controller library document 

https://www.smac-mca.com/lcc-single-axis-brushless-controller-p-125.html?cPath=1_10.  

Page number 43 -47 will provide more information on halt at bit level representation. 

 

 

SMAC Motor halt AOI 

 Parameter Unit Description 

IN
P

U
IT

 

Busy N/A This bit is active when the motor halt operation in 
progress 

Done N/A This bit is active when motor halt operation is 
finished 

O
U

TP
U

T Enable N/A This bit is used to enable the AOI  
 
 

 

Ladder logic Example  

  

 
Mapping between Motor halt AOI parameters and PLC IO data assemblies 

Byte address Description 

Input: 2 - 5 37: Halt is in progress (Busy bit) 
67: Halt operation complete (Done bit) 

Output: 0 - 3 Macro value of Motor halt (Table 3) 

 

https://www.smac-mca.com/lcc-single-axis-brushless-controller-p-125.html?cPath=1_10
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3.8 SMAC Motor on 
 

This AOI is used to turn the actuator on. The actuator will hold position and the difference between 

Motor halt and motor on can be found from the Embedded Motion Controller Library manual. 

 

SMAC Motor On AOI 

 Parameter Unit Description 

IN
P

U
IT

 Busy N/A This bit is active when the motor on operation in 
progress 

Done N/A This bit is active when motor on operation is finished 

O
U

TP
U

T Enable N/A This bit is used to enable the AOI  
 
 

 

Ladder logic Example   

 

 

Mapping between Motor On AOI parameters and PLC IO data assemblies 

Byte address Description 

Input: 2 – 5 38: Motor on is in progress (Busy bit) 
68: Motor on is complete (Done bit) 

Output: 0 – 3 Macro value of Motor on (Table 3) 
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3.9 SMAC Motor off 
 

Motor off can be done by using MSG instruction using a explicit messaging format. Use the following 

1. Service code, 2. Class number, 3. Instance value, 4. Service type as Set Attribute Single, 5. Attribute 

as 0. Create a tag with any name Eg. RT_MF_BIT with length 2 byte and enter a value 7 (This is the 

control word for motor off) 

 

Ladder logic Example  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1 2 

3 5 

4 
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3.10 Motor Quick Stop 

This function is used to disable the drive function. The control word object with value 

2 is used to enable quick stop. For further information on quick stop refer to Embedded 

Motion controller library document https://www.smac-mca.com/lcc-single-axis-

brushless-controller-p-125.html?cPath=1_10. Page number 43 -47 will provide more 

information on Quick stop at bit level representation. 

To verify, if the quick stop has been completed, check the statusword object for bit 5. It 

should be 0. 

Use MSG instruction at RS Logix 5000 and use the instance (24640), attribute 0, value is 2 

and length is 2. 

 

 

 
 

 

https://www.smac-mca.com/lcc-single-axis-brushless-controller-p-125.html?cPath=1_10
https://www.smac-mca.com/lcc-single-axis-brushless-controller-p-125.html?cPath=1_10
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4 Step by step software setup 

4.1 Allen Bradley PLC with SMAC CBC-EIP drives 

Step 1: Provide 24/48V power supply to the CBC-EIP drives and also disable the 

STO using the pins shown in section 2.1.3. 

Step 2: Install LCC Control centre and Motion lab software from SMAC website.  
Step 3: Copy and paste the System Macro V2.mlm file into C:\Program  

Files(x86)\SMAC\LCC Control Centre\System Macro V2.mlm  
Step 4: If firmware update is performed on the CBC-EIP drive, move to section 4.3 

and then come back to Step 5. If not, then proceed to step 5.  
Step 5: Load the configuration file (.mlc) that you have received from SMAC tech 

support or from SMAC website, using motion lab software/ LCC Control 

centre.  
Step 6: If the actuator is a single phase, then create a homing routine using LCC 

Control center. If it is a multi phase actuator, create a phasing routine 

and then a homing routine using LCC Control center. 
 
Step 7: Change the IP address of the drives to match with PLC IP address 

and computer’s IP address as shown in section 2.2.2  
Step 8: Create the necessary program routine using LCC Control Centre and download 

it into CBC-EIP drives using “Save All into controller” button. Check to see, if 

background macros 37-63 are downloaded into controller as seen in status bar.  
Step 9: Setup home position for actuator near the rear end stop (2mm from the retract 

end). Make sure the PID settings are tight( When position move is performed, the 

target position is reached with tolerance of 1-20 counts for 1 micron actuators 

and 1-10 counts on 5 micron actuators.  
Step 10: Open RS Logix 5000 V20.03 software and load the .eds file using Tools> 

Eds hardware installation Tool using Rockwell automation eds wizard. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Image 1 
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Image 2 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Image 3 
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Image 4 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Image 5 
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Image 6 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Image 7 
 

Step 11: Import all the Add-On-Instruction (AOI) files. Incase if you face errors during 

Import, refer to software troubleshooting section 4.4. 
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Image 8 Image 9 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Image 10 

Step 12: Create an ethernet module and make sure there are no errors, when the 

controller is online. In-case of any errors look into software 

troubleshooting section 4.4. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Image 11 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Image 12 
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4.2 Any PLC with SMAC CBC-EIP drives 

Step 1: Provide 24/48V power supply to the CBC-EIP drives and also disable the 

STO using the pins shown in section 2.1.3.  
Step 2: Install LCC Control centre and Motion lab software from SMAC website.  
Step 3: Copy and paste the System Macro V2.mlm file into C:\Program  

Files(x86)\SMAC\LCC Control Centre\System Macro V2.mlm  
Step 4: If firmware update is performed on the CBC-EIP drive, move to section 4.3 

and then come back to Step 5. If not, then proceed to step 5.  
Step 5: Load the configuration file (.mlc) that you have received from SMAC tech 

support or from SMAC website, using motion lab software/ LCC Control 

centre.  
Step 6: If the actuator is a single phase, then create a homing routine using LCC 

Control center. If it is a multi phase actuator, create a phasing routine 

and then a homing routine using LCC Control center.  
Step 7: Change the IP address of the drives to match with PLC IP address 

and computer’s IP address as shown in section 2.2.2  
Step 8: Create the necessary program routine using LCC Control Centre and download 

it into CBC-EIP drives using “Save All into controller” button. Check to see, if 

background macros 37-63 are downloaded into controller as seen in status bar. 
 
Step 9: Setup home position for actuator near the rear end stop (2mm from the retract 

end). Make sure the PID settings are tight( When position move is performed, 

the target position is reached with tolerance of 1-20 counts for 1 micron 

actuators and 1-10 counts on 5 micron actuators.  
Step 10: Using the .eds file extract all the available motion parameters into the 

PLC Software  
Step 11: Open ethernet module using the recommended input/output size. Input 

=26, output =24 and datatype is SINT.  
Step 12: Check to see, if all the implicit input parameters are properly functioning.  

Example: (Current position) 
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4.3 Firmware update and PDO parameter setup 

Minimum computer requirements to run Firmware Loader software are:  
• Microsoft Windows OS version 2000, XP, Vista or 7.  
• Processor 1GHZ or higher with at least 64Mb of RAM.  
• At least 30MB of free disk space.  
• RS‐232 Serial COM port. 

 

In order to install and run the Firmware Loader software, you must 

have Administrator privileges (for installation). 

After installing the Firmware Loader software on your computer, you can 

run the application from your Start > Programs menu. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Firmware Loader requires a serial RS‐232 link between the PC and the drive 

you want to upgrade the firmware. 
 
Upgrading the firmware can be done in two different ways. Regular update or 

Forced update. 
 
Forced update is only recommended in cases where Regular update fails or 

when SMAC specifically recommends using it. 
 
Firmware Loader requires that your Servo Drive UART configuration is set to 

115200bps (default). 
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4.3.1  Regular update 

To update the firmware of your servo drive controller, connect it to a free serial 

COM port of a PC and power up the controller. 

 
 

Firmware Loader requires that your Servo Drive UART 

configuration is set to 115200bps (default). 

 

Then open Firmware Loader and click on the Refresh button to update the 

controller list. 
 
If the connection is properly done, the controller information (name, firmware 

version and node ID) should be displayed in there. 
 
You can refresh the list at any time by clicking on the Refresh button.  
 
 
 

Make sure that the serial COM port used for updating is not 

used by any other software while using Firmware Loader. 
 

Choose the controllers to be programmed from the controller list.  
Only the controllers with checked boxes will be programmed with the new firmware.  

Then, select the firmware file to be loaded. To do that the Browse button (  ) and 

select the desired file. To begin loading the firmware, check the Update firmware 

checkbox and click on the Program button. While the process executes, the messages 

in the Output Log describe the action that is currently being performed. The progress 

bar shows the progress of the current stage of the operation. 
 
 

 

Do not disconnect power from the controller(s) while the 

firmware is loading. Doing so can cause severe damage and you 

will have to send the unit back to SMAC for repair. 
 
 
 

All parameters on the controller will be reset to their default values 

when the new firmware is loaded. Use MotionLab software to save a 

backup file of the current parameters before upgrading the firmware of 

the controller. 
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4.3.2  Forced update 

When the regular update procedure fails and SMAC explicitly recommends it, 

a forced update can be performed in your servo drive controller. 
 

To perform a forced update, follow the next instructions:  
1. Select the COM port were your Servo Drive controller is connected  
2. Power off the servo drive  
3. Select the firmware file to be loaded. To do that the Browse button  

(  ) and select the desired file.  
4. Click on the Program button. A progress bar will start.  
5. Power on the servo drive before the progress ends. 

 

The system will start the update process. 

While the process executes, the messages in the Output Log describe the action 

that is currently being performed. The progress bar shows the progress of the 

current stage of the operation. 

 

Do not disconnect power from the controller(s) while the 

firmware is loading. Doing so can cause severe damage and you 

will have to send the unit back to SMAC for repair. 

 

Forced update should be only used when SMAC specifically 

recommends this procedure. 

 

4.3.3 PDO parameter setup 

Every time the firmware is updated, the PDO mapping file has to be downloaded into 

the CBC-EIP controller. If this step is skipped, then implicit messaging will not occur. 

  
Step 1: Download the octave software from 

https://www.gnu.org/software/octave/download.htm

l 

Step 2: After installing the Octave software, Open the existing file “CBC_EIP_IO_Final.m”.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.gnu.org/software/octave/download.html
https://www.gnu.org/software/octave/download.html
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Step 3: Once the file is opened, change the COM Port number if needed at two location 

as shown below 

 

Step 4: Once the COM port is changed, select all the lines of code and click Run> 

Run selection. Make sure all the other serial communication software are closed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Step 5: verify if all the code has been downloaded without error using 

Command window from bottom Image 1. If there is error in loading parameters 

it will be shown as below in Image 2. 
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Image 1: Good result 

 

Image 2: Bad result 
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Step 6 : To verify if the PDO has been configured properly, use Termite software 

https://www.compuphase.com/software_termite.htm . Open the termite and go to 

Settings> and change the settings as shown below. Then type 0x20 R 0x1A00 

and the reply will be 0x20 W 0x1A00 8. Type 0x20 R 0x1600 and the reply will 

be ox20 W0x1600 6. 

 

 

 

https://www.compuphase.com/software_termite.htm
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4.4  Common software troubleshooting 

4.4.1 IP address alterations 
 

IP address of the CBC-EIP drives can be altered by different methods as discussed in 

section 2.2.2. If the user forgets the IP address of the drive and wanted to identify 

the drive, any DHCP software can be used to automatically scan the drive in ethernet 

network. The below procedure uses ipConfig software to retrieve the IP address. 

The software can be downloaded from https://www.anybus.com/support/file-doc-

downloads/compactcom-40-series-specific/?ordercode=AB6674 

Step 1: Install the software and if the drive is connected in the ethernet network, it 

will be scanned and displayed in the window.  
Step 2: IP address can be altered in the DHCP setting and that configures the new 

IP address. 

 

                         

https://www.anybus.com/support/file-doc-downloads/compactcom-40-series-specific/?ordercode=AB6674
https://www.anybus.com/support/file-doc-downloads/compactcom-40-series-specific/?ordercode=AB6674
https://www.anybus.com/support/file-doc-downloads/compactcom-40-series-specific/?ordercode=AB6674
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4.4.2 Error: Invalid Input/Output size (Code 16#0127)  

The above error occurs in RS Logix 5000 software, when the PDO mapping is not setup 

properly using Octave software. Refer to section 4.3.3. After installing the software and 

download the file, verify if Code 16#0127 is eradicated in RS Logix 5000 software. 

4.4.3 No ethernet data transfer between PLC and CBC-EIP drives 

This situation could be caused due to several reason. Most common cause is, if the System 

Macro V2.mlm file is not installed properly in the destination folder. Refer to the section 

2.2.1 and 4.1 for more information on installing the file properly. 

4.4.4 No ethernet communication 

When the communication to the CBC-EIP controller is lost, it cannot be identified by 
any health status led. But it can be identified either in the PLC module or through the 
online web browser or using command prompt or using network connections 
window 
 

 


